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Mathematics and astronomy in traditional Korea 

 

(1) Three Kingdoms period (三国時代) 

 (the 1
st
 century BCE or CE  –  660 CE) 

 ----- Kogryo (高句麗), Paekche (百済) and Silla (新羅) 

 

(From 金両基（監修）『図説・韓国の歴史』、河出書房新社, 2002, with my notes) 
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Koguryo (高句麗): 

  There are many tomb murals.  The sun, moon and stars are painted 

in some of them. 

  It is supposed that they influenced to Japanese tomb murals. 

 

Paekche (百済): 

  Cinese Yuanjia calendar (元嘉暦) was used in Paekche.  Calendar 

and astronomy were introduced to Japan from Paekche in 554 and 602 

CE. 

 

Silla (新羅): 

  The “Ch’omsongdae” (瞻星臺), which means Star Viewing Platform, 

was built in Kyongju (慶州), the capital of Silla in 647 CE. 

 

(From Jeon (2011), p.10) 
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(2) Unified Silla (新羅) period (668 – 900 CE) 

 

(From 金両基（監修）『図説・韓国の歴史』、河出書房新社, 2002, with my notes) 

 

  According to the History of the Three Kingdoms (Samguksagi, 三國史

記), the national school was established in 682 CE, and mathematics 

was also taught there. 

  Chinese works of mathematics, Jiuzhang suanshu ( 九章算術 ), 

Zhuishu (綴術) etc., were used as text books. 

 

  In 718 CE, the office of water clock (漏刻典) was established. 
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(3) Koryo (高麗) Dynasty period (918 – 1392 CE) 

 

(From 金両基（監修）『図説・韓国の歴史』、河出書房新社, 2002, with my notes) 

 

  In the 12
th

 century, the system of education was established, and 

mathematics was also taught. 

  In 1136 CE, the system of impereal examination ( 科擧 ) was 

established.  Mathematics was also included in the examination, and 

Chinese works of mathematics, Jiuzhang suanshu (九章算術), Zhuishu 

(綴術) etc., were used as text books. 

  Chinese Xuanming calendar (宣明暦) was used from the beginning of 

this dynasty, and Shoushi calendar (授時暦) was also introduced in 1281 

CE.  There was the bureau of astronomy (太史局 or 書雲観). 

  The History of Koryo Dynasty (Koryosa, 高麗史) has sections of 

astronomy and calendar. 
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(4) Choson Dynasty (朝鮮王朝) period (1392-1897 CE) 

 

(From 金両基（監修）『図説・韓国の歴史』、河出書房新社, 2002, with my notes) 
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(4.1) The first half of the Choson Dyasty period 

  A star map called Ch’onsang yolch’a punyajido (天象列次分野之圖) 

was made in the early Choson Dynasty. 

 

  The star map inscribed on a stone in 1395 CE (now preserved in the 

National Palace Museum of Korea, Seoul.) 

 

(From 国立古宮博物館ガイド、ソウル、国立古宮博物館, 2008,  p.36) 
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  A colour copy of the star map: 

 

(From Jeon (2011), p.26) 

 

 

  At the time of King Sejong (世宗) (reign 1419 – 1450), mathematics 

and astronomy highly developed. 

 

  In this period, some Chinese mathematical works were considered to 

be important, namely: 

 Yang Hui suanfa (楊輝算法) of Yang Hui (楊輝) (the 13
th

 century), 

Suanxue qimeng (算学啓蒙) (ca.1299 CE) of Zhu Shijie (朱世傑), 

Xiangming suanfa (詳明算法) (1373 CE) of An Zhizhai (安止齋). 
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  Two treatises of mathematical astronomy were composed: 

(A) Ch’ilchongsan naep’yon (七政算内篇), which is based on the 

Shoushi calendar (授時暦), and  

(B) Ch’ilchongsan woep’yon (七政算外篇), which is based on the 

Huihui calendar (回回暦法), which is a Chinese version of Islamic 

mathematical astronomy. 

 

They are included in the Veritable Records of the Choson Dynasty (朝

鮮王朝實録, Chosonwangjo sillok). 

 

  The followings are the first page of the Ch’ilchongsan naep’yon (七政

算内篇) (right) and the first page of the Ch’ilchongsan woep’yon (七政算

外篇) (left). 

 

(From 『李朝実録』第十一冊, 東京, 学習院東洋文化研究所, 1957.) 
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Several instruments were created in this period. 

 

Rain gauge: 

 

(From Jeon (2011), p.29.) 
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Hemispherical sundial: 

 

(From Jeon (2011), p.34) 

 

Automatically-striking water clock: 

 

(From Jeon (2011), p.30.)  The remains of the water clock in Toksugung Palace (徳壽宮). 
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(From Jeon (2011), p.111.)  A painting of the water clock 

 

A reconstruction of the automatically-striking water clock in the 

National Palace Museum of Korea 

 

(From 国立古宮博物館ガイド、ソウル、国立古宮博物館, 2008,  pp.122 – 123) 
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(4.2) The second half of the Choson Dynasty period 

  In 1660 CE, the Suanxue qimeng (算学啓蒙) was reprinted.  Several 

original mathematical works were also composed. 

 

  From 1653 CE, Chinese Shixian calendar (時憲暦), which is based on 

European astronomy, was used in Korea. 

 

  The armillary clock (渾天時計) constructed by Song Yi-yong (宋以頴) 

in 1669 CE is an interesting clock. 

 

 

(From Jeon (2011), p.31) 

 

[For Korean astronomical instruments, see Needham et al., (1986).] 
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  Several original mathematical astronomical works were 

composed in the second half of the Choson Dynasty period.  

For example: 

 

  Kusuryak (九數略) of Ch’oe Sok-chong (崔錫鼎) (1646 – 

1715), which is a systematic treatise of mathematics based on 

Chinese natural philosophy, and 

 

  Kuiljip (九一集) of Hong Jong-ha (洪正夏) (b.1684), which 

is a practical mathematical work with a detailed description 

of algebra using counting rods. 

 

  Song Chu-dok (成周悳) wrote the Soun’gwanji (書雲観志, 

Record of the Bureau of Astronomy) (1818), which is an 

important work on Korean astronomy. 

 

  In the late Choson Dynasty period, Nam Byong-ch’ol (南秉

哲) 1817 1863) and Nam Byong-gil (南秉吉) (1820 – 1869) 

(brothers), and Yi Sang-hyok (李尚赫) (b.1810) studied both 

traditional mathematics and Western mathematics. 
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  Practical learning “Silhak” (實學): 

  Yi Ik (李瀷 ) (1682 – 1764) developed the “practical 

learning”, and studied Western science and technology 

through Chinese texts. 

Kim Song-mun (金錫文), Hong Dae-yong (洪大容) (1731 – 

1783) and Pak Chi-won (朴趾源) (1737 – 1805) expressed the 

rotating earth theory. 

 

  Kim Song-mun’s planetary model (From Im (2012), p.256) 
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Chong Yag-yong (丁若鏞) (1762 – 1836) developed new 

technology etc. 

 

Ch’oe Han-gi (崔漢綺 ) (1803 – 1879) studied Western 

astronomy, geography, Newtonian mechanics etc. through 

Chinese texts. 

  Ch’oe Han-gi’s terrestrial sphere: 

 

(From Jeon (2011), p.155.) 
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Kim Chong-ho (金正浩) (19
th

 century) made very precise 

maps of Korea. 

The Complete Map of the Great Eastern Kingdom (Taedong yojijondo) (1880s) of Kim Chong-ho 

 

(From Jeon (2011), p.324.) 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Mathematics and astronomy in traditional Japan 

 

Kofun (old tombs) period (古墳時代) (mid-3
rd

 century – 7
th

 century CE) and 

Asuka period (飛鳥時代) (593 – 710 CE): 

 

(From Mason and Caiger: A History of Japan, Revised ed., Tokyo, Tuttle Publishing, 1997.) 
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Introduction of calendar and astronomy from Korean peninsula 

 

  In 553 CE, Japan requested to Paekche to send specialists of 

calendar etc., and they came to Japan in 554 CE. 

 

  In 602 CE, Kwanruk (観勒, Kanroku in Japanese), a Buddhist monk of 

Paekche, came to Japan with books on calendar, astronomy, etc. 

 

  It seems that Chinese Yuanjia calendar (元嘉暦, “Genka-reki” in 

Japanese) was used since 604 CE. 

 

  In 660 CE, Nakano’ōeno’ōji (中大兄皇子), who later became Emperor 

Tenji (天智天皇), made a water clock. 

 

  In 675 CE, “senseidai” (占星臺), which might have been a kind of 

observatory, was made. 

 

  From ca.692, “Gihō-reki” (儀鳳暦), which is probably the same as 

Chinese Linde calendar (麟徳暦 ), was also used with the Yuanjia 

calendar. 

 

 

 

Astronomical remains in Asuka (飛鳥) area 

  There are some astronomical remains in Asuka village (明日香村) of 

Nara prefecture (奈良県). 

 

  Mizuochi remains (水落遺跡, Mizuochi-iseki) 

  The Mizuochi remains (水落遺跡) is presumed to be the remain of 

water clock.  We have seen above that the water clock was first made 

in 660 CE. 
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(From Kanō and Kinoshits (1985).) 
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  Kitora Tomb (キトラ古墳, Kitora-kofun) 

  A circular star map is drawn on the ceiling of the chamber of the Kitora Tomb 

(the end of 7
th

 century or the beginning of 8
th

 century CE). 

 

The star map of Kitora Tomb (From Izumi (2018)) 
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A tracing of the star map of Kitora Tomb (From Izumi (2018), p.90.) 

  The constellations described here are Chinese traditional constellations. 

 

Takamatsuzuka Tomb (高松塚古墳, Takamatsuzuka-kofun) 

  A simplified star map is drawn on the ceiling of the chamber of the 

Takamatsuzuka Tomb (the end of 7
th

 century or the beginning of 8
th

 century CE). 

 

A tracing of the star map of Takamatsuzuka Tomb (From Izumi (2018), p.109.) 
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The star map of Takamatsuzuka Tomb (From Izumi (2018)) 
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Astronomy under “ritsu-ryō system” (律令制) 

  Under the political system based on “ritsu-ryō” (律令), a kind of legal codes 

established in the early 8
th

 century, “on’yō-ryō” (or “onmyō-ryō”) (陰陽寮), 

bureau of astronomy, calendar, water clock, and astrology, was established. 

  And also, mathematics was taught at “daigaku-ryō” (大学寮), a kind of national 

school.  At that time, Chinese counting rods were used for calculation.  Chinese 

multiplication table was also known. 

 

 

A multiplication table in the Kuchizusami (口遊) (970 CE). (From Ogura (1964), p.6.) 

 

 

Buddhist astrology in the Heian (平安) period 

  Besides the “onmyō-dō” (陰陽道), which is a kind of astrology and divination 

based on Chinese natural philosophy, the “sukuyō-dō” (宿曜道) was also popular 

in the Heian (平安) period. 

  The “sukuyō-dō” (宿曜道) is a kind of Indian horoscopic astrology based on the 

Buddhist astrological text Xiuyao-jing (宿曜經, Sukuyō-kyō in Japanese), which 

was compiled in China. 
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Introduction of European astronomy by Jesuit missionaries 

  In 1543, three Portuguese arrived at Tanegashima (種子島) of Japan.  They are the 

first Europeans visited Japan.  Then, in 1549, Francis Xavier, a Jesuit missionary, 

visited Japan. 

 

  In 1593, Pedro Gomez wrote the “Compendium” in Latin, a kind 

of text book taught at Collegio (Jesuit college), and its first part 

“de Sphaera” is on the geocentric astronomy. 

 

  There are some Japanese works based on the Japanese version 

of this work such as: 

Nigi ryakusetsu (二儀略説) (published in 『近世科学思想（下）』(日本

思想体系 63), 岩波書店、1971), and 

  Kenkon bensetsu (乾坤弁説) (published in『文明源流叢書』第二, 国

書刊行会, 1914). 

 

  And also, European navigation was introduced into Japan, and 

it is recorded in the Genna kōkaisho (元和航海書) (published in『日

本科学古典全書』第 12 巻、朝日新聞社, 1943). 

 

Astrolabe and quadrant in the Genna kōkaisho: 

 

  The observer’s latitude can be known by astronomical observations using these 

instruments. 
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Development of astronomy in the Edo period 

Shibukawa Harumi (澁川春海) and his Jyōkyō-reki (貞享暦) 

The Xuanming calendar (宣明暦, Senmyō-reki in Japanese) was 

used from AD 862 to 1684 in Japan. 

By the beginning of the Edo (江戸) period (AD 1603 ~ 1867), 

some Japanese scholars noticed the inaccuracy of the old 

Xuanming-li, and tried to study the more accurate Shoushi 

calendar (授時暦, Juji-reki in Japanese), an excellent Chinese 

traditional calendrical system which was made by GUO Shoujing 

(郭守敬) etc. at the time of the Yuan (元) dynasty of China, and was 

used in China from AD 1281 (but has never been used officially in 

Japan). 

In AD 1683, SHIBUKAWA Harumi (澁川春海, AD 1639 – 

1715), who studied the Shoushi-li, proposed a new 

calendrical system, which was named Jōkyō-reki (貞享暦) 

in the next year, and was officially used in Japan from AD 

1685.  It was the first theory of calendrical system 

produced in Japan. 

  SHIBUKAWA Harumi considered the longitudinal 

difference between China and Japan, and the movement 

of the apogee of the solar orbit. 

  He was appointed to be the first “tenmon-kata” (天文方), 

the Shogunal astronomer, in 1684. 
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Astronomical instruments of Shibukawa Harumi 

 

(From 『渋川春海と江戸時代の天文学者たち』、国立科学博物館, 2016, p.3) 

 

 

 

Development of astronomy in tenmonkata (天文方) 

    When SHIBUKAWA Harumi made his Jōkyō-reki (貞享暦), Chinese astronomy had 

developed further after receiving Western astronomy.  (The Shixian calendar (時憲暦) 

had been used from 1645.)  The office of “tenmon-kata” (天文方) started by SHIBUKAWA 

later became a centre of the study of Western astronomy. 
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  More systematic adoption of Western elements in Japanese 

traditional calendar was done by TAKAHASHI Yoshitoki (高橋至時, AD 

1764 – 1804), who became a “tenmon-kata”, and his colleague HAZAMA 

Shigetomi (間重富, AD 1756 – 1816), and they made the calendrical 

system Kansei-reki (寛政暦). 

  TAKAHASHI Yoshitoki and HAZAMA Shigetomi were disciples of 

ASADA Gōryū (麻田剛立) (1784 – 1799) who studied Chinese texts of 

Western astronomy in Osaka (大阪) as an amateur astronomer. 

  TAKAHASHI Yoshitoki slso studied a Dutch translation of the 

Astronomie of Lalande, a treatise of astronomy originally in French. 

 

Takahashi Yoshitoki’s note on the book by Lalande (From Nakayama (1972)) 
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An example of the Kansei-reki (1843, the lasy year of the Kansei-reki) : 

 

 

An example of the Tenpō-reki (1844, the first year of the Tenpō-reki) : 

 

  Western astronomy was more fully adopted by SHIBUKAWA 

Kagesuke (渋川景佑, AD 1787 – 1856), the second son of TAKAHASHI 

Yoshitoki.  SHIBUKAWA Kagesuke became an adopted son of the 

SHIBUKAWA family, became a “tenmon-kata”, and made the calendrical 

system Tenpō-reki (天保暦), which is the last traditional calendar in 

Japan.   
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Surveying of INŌ Tadataka (伊能忠敬) 

 

  INŌ Tadataka (伊能忠敬 ) (1745 – 1818), a disciple of 

Takahashi Yoshitoki, surveyed almost all areas of Japan, and 

made very accurate maps.  He utilized astronomical 

observations also for surveying. 

  He made “small maps” (3 sheets), “middle maps” (8 sheets), 

and “large maps” (214 sheets), and some other maps. 

 

 

The “small maps” of INŌ Tadataka: 

 
(From 星埜由尚（監修）『別冊太陽 日本のこころ 261, 伊能忠敬』、平凡社, 2018, pp.14-15.) 
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A detailed map of Edo (present Tokyo) of INŌ Tadataka: 

 

(From 星埜由尚（監修）『別冊太陽 日本のこころ 261, 伊能忠敬』、平凡社, 2018, p.97) 

 

(From 星埜由尚（監修）『別冊太陽 日本のこころ 261, 伊能忠敬』、平凡社 , 2018, 

pp.108-109.) 
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(From 星埜由尚（監修）『別冊太陽 日本のこころ 261, 伊能忠敬』、平凡社, 2018, p116) 

 

  At night, the altitude of stars on the meridian (north-south 

line) was observed.  The time of transit (passage of the meridian) 

of stars is observed by the meridian instrument, and then the 

altitude is observed by the quadrant.  From this observation, the 

latitude is known.  INŌ Tadataka also tried to know longitude 

from astronomical observation, but it was not successful. 
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  Some instruments: 

 

(From 星埜由尚（監修）『別冊太陽 日本のこころ 261, 伊能忠敬』、平凡社, 2018, p103) 
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An observatory of Tenmonkata (天文方) in Asakusa (浅草): 

 

(From 『渋川春海と江戸時代の天文学者たち』、国立科学博物館, 2016, p.11) 
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Introduction of Western astronomy by civilians 

  MOTOKI Ryōei (本木良永) (1735 – 1794), a Japanese interpreter of Dutch, translated 

some Dutch books, in which heliocentric theory is explained.  The following is from his 

book (『星術本原太陽窮理了解新制天地二球用法記』(1792) published in 三枝博音編『日

本哲学全書』Vol.8, (1936)). 

 

 

 

  SHIZUKI Tadao (志筑忠雄) (1760 – 1806) wrote the Rekishō shinsho (暦象新書) (1798 – 

1802) in which Newtonian mechanics etc. are explained.  The following is from this 

book (published in 『文明源流叢書』Vol.2 (1914)). 
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Wasan (和算) 

 --- Japanese traditional mathematics 
 

Introduction of “soroban” (East Asian abacus) 

  By the end of the 16
th

 century, Chinese abacus, which is called 

“soroban” in Japanese, was introduced to Japan. 

 

(From Ueno (2017), p.20) 
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  From the early 17
th

 century, several books on mathematics were 

published. 

  Probably, the oldest is the Sanyōki (算用記), and the second is the 

Warizansho (割算書) (1622 CE) of Mōri Shigeyoshi (毛利重能). 

 

Jinkōki (塵劫記) of Yoshida Mitsuyoshi (吉田光由) 

  In 1627, Yoshida Mitsuyoshi (吉田光由) (1598 – 1672) 

published the Jinkōki (塵劫記).  It became a bestseller, and 

some revised editions were published by him.  Besides the 

method to use “soroban”, several interesting exercises with 

beautiful illustrations are given in this book. 

  He was largely influenced by the Suanfa tongzong (算法統

宗) (1592 CE) of Cheng Dawei (程大位). 
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  Some examples of the exercises in the Jinkōki: 

 

(From Wasan Institute (2000), p.143 (left) and p.40 of its “Part IV, Facsimile”.) 

(The text is 『新編塵劫記』(1641).) 

 

  “Nezumizan” (鼠算): 

 

(From Wasan Institute (2000), pp.146-147) 
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Development of mathematics using “soroban” 

  By this time, Imamura Chishō (今村知商) published the 

Jugairoku ( 竪 亥 録 ) (1639), which is a collection of 

mathematical formulae written in Classical Chinese. 

 

  Isomura Yoshinori (磯村吉徳 ) (d.1710) published the 

Sanpōketsugishō (算法闕疑抄) (1661), which is a high-level 

work on mathematics using “soroban”.  There appended 100 

very difficult (challenging) problems without key.  Isomura 

Toshinori later published their solution by himself. 

 

  And also, Imamura Shigekiyo ( 今 村 茂 清 ) (d.1695) 

calculated the circular constant π as 3.1415926・・・ and 

published the Sanso (算俎) (1663). 

 

 

 

Handing down of problems without key (遺題継承) 

  In 1641, Yoshida Mitsuyoshi (吉田光由) published his last 

edition of the Jinkōki (塵劫記 ) with some (challenging) 

problems without key. 
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  In 1653, Enami Tomosumi (榎並和澄 ) published the 

Sanryōroku (参兩録), in which the solutions of the problems 

in the Jinkōki are given, and new (challenging) problems 

without key are added.  From this time, successive “handing 

down of (challenging) problems without key” (遺題継承 , 

“idai-keishō”) started, which lasted until the time of Seki 

Takakazu (關孝和).  (Seki did not give problems without 

key.) 

  The Sanpōketsugishō (算法闕疑抄 ) (1661) of Isomura 

Yoshinori (磯村吉徳) is also in a line of “idai-keishō”. 

 

  During this period, mathematics rapidly progressed in 

Japan.  And (challenging) problems without key which are 

very difficult (or impossible) to solve using “soroban” 

appeared.  So, Chinese method of algebra using counting 

rods “tianyuan-shu” (天元術) (“tengen-jutsu” in Japanese) 

was introduced. 
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Tengen-jutsu (天元術) 

  “Tengen-jutsu” (天元術) is a Chinese method of algebra 

using counting rods.  The tengen-jutsu was used by 

Sawaguchi Kazuyuki (澤口一之) in his Kokonsanpōki (古今算

法記) (1671). 

  Japanese “tengen-jutsu” is based on the Suanxue qimeng 

(算学啓蒙) (ca.1299 CE) of Zhu Shijie (朱世傑).  

 

  Counting rods “sangi” (算木): 

 

(From Fukagawa and Rothman (2008)) 
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Method to use counting rods: 

 

 

  In order to express numbers by counting rods, “vertical form” and 

“horizontal form” are used formally (see my lecture note on China), 

but only “vertical form” was usually used in Japan. 
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  An example of solving equation by “tengen-jutsu”: 
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  An example of a work on “tengen-jutsu”: 
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Seki Takakazu (關孝和) 

  Seki Takakazu (關孝和) solved the problems given in the 

Kokonsanpōki (古今算法記) (1671) of Sawaguchi Kazuyuki 

(澤口一之), and wrote the Hatsubisanpō (發微算法) in 1674. 

 

  A problem in the Kokonsanpōki: 

 

(From Ogura (1964), p.35) 
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  In his Hatsubisanpō (發微算法), Seki Takakazu (關孝和) 

used newly devised algebraic symbols.  This method is called 

“bōsho-hō” (傍書法). 

 

  Algebraic symbols used in “wasan”: 

 

 

  Seki started a new algebra, in which “bōsho-hō” is used, to 

solve multiple variable equations of higher degree.  This new 

algebra was called “endan-jutsu” (演段術), and was later 

called “tenzan-jutsu” (點竄術).  Seki studied determinants, 

the circular constant π etc. 
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  Seki’s “endan-jutsu”: 

 

  Seki’s determinant and circular constantπ: 

 

 

  Seki’s mathematics was succeeded by disciples, and the 

“Seki school” (關流 ) was created, and mathematics was 

transmitted from masters to disciples. 
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Schools of “wasan” 

  Seki school (關流, Seki-ryū): 

  One of the highest disciple of Seki was Takebe Katahiro (建

部賢弘) (1664 - 1739).  His elder brother Kata’akira (賢明) 

(1661 – 1716) was also a disciple of Seki and great 

mathematitian.  Takebe Katahoro’s disciple Nakane Genkei 

(中根元圭) (1662 – 1733) was also a great mathematician and 

astronomer.  Takebe Katahoro and Nakane Genkei were 

advisors of Shōgun Yoshimune (吉宗). 

  Succeeding Seki’s work, Takebe Katahoro developed the 

theory concerning circle, which was called “enri” (圓理) later. 

 

  Some other mathematicians of Seki school are, Araki 

Murahide (荒木村英) (1640 – 1718), Matsunaga Yoshisuke (松

永良弼) (d.1744) (Araki’s disciple), Kurushima Yoshihiro (久

留島義太) (d.1758) (originally a self-educated mathematician 

and later studied from Nakane); Matsunaga’s disciple Yamaji 

Nushizumi (山路主住) (1704 – 1773) who established the 
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system of Seki school (certificate was given for a disciple who 

completed the course of Seki school), Yamaji’s disciples Arima 

Yoriyuki (有馬頼徸) (1714 – 1783), Ajima Naonobu (安島直

圓) (1732 – 1798) and Fujita Sadasuke (藤田貞資) (1734 – 

1807); and Ajima’s disciple Kusaka Makoto (日下誠) (1764 – 

1839); Kusaka’s disciples Wada Yasushi (和田寧) (1787 – 

1840) and Uchida Itsumi (or Izumi) (内田五観) (1805 – 1882), 

etc.  Mathematics was highly developed in the Seki school. 

 

  There were some other schools of Japanese mathematics. 

 

  A notable school is “Saijō school” (最上流 , Saijō-ryū) 

founded by Aida Yasuaki (or Yasuakira) (會田安明) (1747 – 

1817).  There was a controversy between Saijō school and 

Seki school. 

 

 

  Western mathematics “Yōsan” (洋算) 

  By the end of the Edo period, western mathematics “Yōsan” (洋算) 

was becoming popular. 
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Sangaku (算額) 

  “Sangaku” are wooden tablets on which mathematical problems 

(usually with beautiful geometrical figures) dedicated to and displayed 

in shrines and temples.  There were many mathematics lovers, many 

of whom were common people, and there are many “sangaku” all over 

Japan. 

 

  Examples of “sangaku”: 

 

(From Fukagawa and Rothman (2008)) 
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(From Fukagawa and Rothman (2008)) 

 

 

“Sangaku” (算額) in Shibuya (渋谷) 

  There are three “sangaku” in the Konnoh Hachimangu Shrine (金王八幡宮) 

(3-5-12, Shibuya, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo). 
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  Three “sangaku” exhibited in Konnoh Hachimangu Shrine: 

 

 

  One “sangaku”: 
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  The place of Konnoh Hachimangu Shrine: 
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